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Infinity Loop Green Infrastructure

1.00 Introduction



1.01 Introduction

Ironside Farrar were commissioned by East Ayrshire Leisure Trust in 2020 to

provide two concept design options for eight substantial greenspaces that

form part of the for the proposed Infinity Loop Active Travel Route for

Kilmarnock. This achieved funding to Stage 2, from Sustrans as part of the

Places for Everyone programme. Ironside Farrar had been previously

commissioned in 2018 / 2019 to produce an initial report on these green

infrastructure spaces, and the current designs reflect and develop the initial

work.

For both the initial study and the present proposals there has been close

partnership working with the broader design team, with Sweco leading the

design of the route itself and the landscape elements outwith these

greenspace areas. There has also been close consultation with Sustrans

officers in the development of these proposals.

The purpose of the provision of design options has been to allow for

detailed and informed public and stakeholder consultation on the proposals,

giving genuine choice and helping communities shape and take ownership of

their greenspaces in the future.

The briefing, strategy and development of proposals has created a unique

opportunity to consider greenspace towards the edge of settlements, often

associated with disadvantages communities, in a cohesive and comprehensive

manner. The design considers who greenspaces can be reimagined to be

accessed via active travel and how green infrastructure improvements can

support, enrich and complement the aims and objectives of the Infinity Loop.

Although Dean Castle Country Park is not directly included within design for

improved greenspace – it was significantly improved in terms of heritage,

biodiversity , play and access as part of a Heritage Lottery Parks for People

project in 2016/17 it remains a very important element in the philosophy and

offer of connected greenspace within Kilmarnock.
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According to Sustrans :

“Places for Everyone contributes to the Scottish Government’s

aim for a healthier, environmentally sustainable nation with a

strong economy and communities, as laid out in the National

Performance Framework”

The In addition they note:

:”Sustrans Scotland’s Places for Everyone Programme provides

advice, support and funding for the creation of safe, attractive,

healthier places that increase the number of trips made by

walking, cycling and wheeling for everyday journeys”

Taking into account other polices such as the Active Scotland

Outcomes Framework it can be concluded that there is a

symbiotic relationship between Active Travel and quality

greenspace with a sense of place.

In particular well designed fand functional greenspace can

contribute to increased active travel use.by:

• Providing safe and attractive environments for journeys.

• Encouraging modal change by combining active travel

and recreational use.

• Encouraging behaviour change from early years by

providing access to play opportunities for children and

young people.

• Providing a resource which can promote more active

travel journeys – for example providing outdoor classes

associated with schools.

2.02 Greenspace and Active Travel
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2.00 Landscape Overview
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2.01 Introduction (Overview)

As part of the analysis of the greenspace an overview has

been taken to consider both the Greenspaces in a strategic

Kilmarnock and East Ayrshire Perspective and the relationship

with National and Local policies and guidelines. In addition

there has been consideration of the historical and cultural

context of these sites as a whole.

The current Covid 19 pandemic is being to provide new

evidence and focus on the importance of well connected,

local greenspace to people. Particularly relevant is the recent

report (April 2021) from the Office for National Statistics that

stresses the increased importance that people are placing on

local greenspace for improvements to physical and mental

health together with a connection with nature. This emerging

data has been considered as part of the overview and also in

articulating design themes.
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2.03  Existing Site Summary

Name Existing Use / Character Facilities Key Elements Management Size

Kennedy Drive
Open space – associated with 

housing,
None

Some mature trees 

associated with former 

house strong links to path 

network

Managed as public open space 1.8 ha

Fraser Walk

Open space with design 

landscape elements and play 

area / MUGA

None – though 

adjacent community 

centre / community 

cafe

Managed as public open space / 

local park
5.4 ha

MacGregor Drive Derelict / underutilised space None

Narrow with hardstanding 

and significant level 

changes.

Grass areas regularly cut, disused 

former car-park
0.8 ha

Scott Ellis Sports Ground

Toilets / changing / 

vending
Riverside setting, sports 

pitches on flood plain

Managed as sports pitch – with 

wetlands habitat area,
12 ha

Bellfield
Open Space / pitches within 

designed landscape

Changing, bowling 

green

High quality design 

landscape elements 

associated with former 

house (demolished)

Managed as open space –

including football pitch
12.5 ha

Shortlees Open space None

Existing mature trees to 

north, derelict hard 

standing open aspects to 

south.

Managed as public open space. 4.8 ha

Annan Hill Park

Open space within designed 

landscape with associated golf 

course

Clubhouse with Café 

and Toilets

High quality designed 

landscape - parkland 

trees, large play area, BMX 

track, golf course and 

allotments.

Managed as public park – with 

associated golf course and 

allotments.

8 ha

Newlands Drive Open space
None – former 

changing?

Woodland structure 

planting developing, 

significant underutilised 

space.

Managed as public open space and 

local park.
16.5 ha
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2.02 Existing Uses and Facilities

.Analysis of the green infrastructure qualities of the proposed

route requires consideration of its characteristics as a circuit

which can be accessed at any point and movement of travel

can be in either direction.

This gives the potential to consider how character aims for

individual sites can be developed in a manner that:

• Takes cognisance of existing qualities and facilities.

• Identifies means to strengthen positive attributes.

• Includes some overarching consistent themes.

• Increases individual identity of every site – so each

becomes a destination.



2.05 SIMD - Review
In terms of identifying disadvantaged or hard to reach

communities an assessment of sites has been

undertaken in relation to the Scottish Index of Multiple

Deprivation and the various indicators. Of the eight

greenspace sites, Six were either directly adjacent to or

within 500m of the 15% most deprived data zones.

One was within the lowest 20% and only one was not

directly associated with multi-deprivation.

It is noted that the indicators that were particularly

identified with the sites were education, health, income

employment and crime. It is further noted that the

geographical access indicator is associated with car

journey trip times and public transport trip times.

Therefore conversely having a higher score for this

indicator may actually be be positive for active travel

potential as it suggests amenities may be within

walking and cycling distances if good quality links be

developed.

Kennedy Drive 2nd Decile adjacent

Low rating for income and geographical access

New Farm Loch 2nd Decile within 500m

Low rating for education income employment and

health.

Macgregor Drive 2nd Decile adjacent

Low rating for income education health and

employment

Scott Ellis 1st Decile within 500m

Low rating for income employment, crime and health

.

Bellfield 2nd Decile adjacent, 1st Decile within 500m

Low rating health, income, employment education

and crime.

Shortlees 1st Decile adjacent

Low rating for health, income, education employment

and crime

Annanhill Areas within 500m outwith lowest two

deciles.

Newlands Drive 1st and 2nd Deciles adjacent.

Low rating for Income, employment, health education

and crime.
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2.06 Historic Mapping

Overview
The As part of consideration of greenspace a review of

historic mapping has been undertaken of all of the sites. Two

editions of Ordnance Survey were particularly utilised – the

OS 25 inch (1892 – 1914) and the OS 1:1250 (1944 -1970) these

were selected as they provide the most detailed mapping

and are associated with two important eras in Kilmarnock’s

Development – the older illustrates the juxtaposition of

industries, rural areas and pockets of wealth and public

improvements at the end of the Victorian period, whilst the

later maps the considerable expansion of public housing in

the post-war period, which is associated with the majority of

Infinity Loop greenspaces. In some instances – where map

review had identified something of particular interest the first

Edition OS (c.1860) was also referred to.

Outcomes of Mapping Review

Review of mapping provides the following benefits for the

greenspace projects:

• Provides context to the present sites

• Identifies previous land-uses that should be considered

within the design both in terms of positive features and

also assisting in identifying where further site investigation

could be required.

• Assists placemaking by developing an understanding of

the individual characteristics of the site.

• Provides useful information for further research – this

may be particularly important in developing community

based studies and interpretation.

• Provides alignments of former paths and routes which

could be reinstated as part of the project.

Mapping of individual sites is explored within Section 3.
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2.07 Historic Mapping

Nursery Sites
The first and second edition O.S (from c.1850 and 1900)

indicate that the horticultural industry was strongly associated

with Kilmarnock with at least 12. nursery sites associated with

the town and covering a substantial area. These nurseries

would appear to include significant tree growing sites and

suggest that this was a centre of some importance that

could be celebrated within the placemaking associated with
the greenspaces of the Infinity Loop.
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3.00 Site Familiarisation
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3.01 Historic Mapping

Kennedy Drive
The second edition O.S. (circa 1900) indicates a large

farmhouse – West Wardlaw set within a designed mixed

wooded garden. In addition there was a small pond, just

outwith the present site boundary. The trees to the south

eastern portion of this wood appear therefore to relate to this

former property.
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3.02 Kennedy Drive

Existing Character
Open, mown grassland, bounded by housing to the north

west rising to an elevated area with mature trees, remnants of

grounds of former house.

Size
1.8 ha

Key Features
• Mature trees associated with former house.

• Overlooked by housing on three sides.

• Open with no boundary to Kennedy Drive.

• Paths associated with housing.

• Long views from elevated south eastern section of site.

• Existing paths to south western portion of site only.

• Appears under utilised.
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1962

c.1900

c.1850

3.03 Historic Mapping

New Farm Loch
The second edition O.S. (c.1900) indicates that the site was a

large constructed curling pond, set within a designed, tree

lined landscape. Water management included a sluice gate

and a pavilion is apparent. The first edition O.S illustrates that

the pond had been constructed by that time, with tree

planting. It is understood that the pond was constructed

through co-operation between the Duke of Portland’s factor

and local curing clubs. It is understood that this provided ice

for curling and skating for more than a century and was

controlled via the Hillhouse burn.

The 1962 plan still indicates pavilion building and predates
the present day housing and school campus.
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3.04 New Farm Loch

Existing Character
Greenspace ,parkland. Level site surrounded by a low man

made embankment with mature tree planting. The area has

been associated with regeneration, including a significant

school campus overlooking the site to the south and new

housing to the west.

Size
• 4. ha

Key Features
• Boundary planting of significant mature trees – including

oak, lime ash and pine

• Site within engineered shallow bowl – former curling rink,

though drained areas of grass, particularly towards the

site remain wet

• Existing play area.

• Existing MUGA.

• Setting of School campus.

• Former car park.

• Path circuit to boundaries.

• Housing faces onto greenspace.

• Limited planting to north
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3.05 MacGregor Drive

Historic Mapping
The second edition O.S. (1896) indicates the Glasgow and

South-Western Railway to the immediate south of the site

had already been constructed. There is also a burn – now

culverted to the western corner of the site. In 1962 the site

remained as open fields – presumably associated with

Wellpark House or Bonneyhill to the east (both now

demolished). The trees to the south eastern portion of this

wood appear therefore to relate to this former property.

1962

1896
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3.06 MacGregor Drive

Existing Character
Linear open space with under utilised hard standing –

possibly former lock-ups, steep engineered level changes

remnants of former play areas and paving. Galvanised

palisade fence adjacent to railway. Land rises to east,

affording open views. The landscape is maintained as mown

grass.

The site is bounded to the north by residential properties with

terraced housing to the west and

Size
0.8 ha

Key Features

• Poor visual and environmental qualities.

• Significant level changes – creating accessibility issues.

• Large, dilapidated hard standing area.

• Relatively close to Town Centre.

• Relatively wet, heavy soils.

• Lack of visual containment.

• Minimal paths.

• Views from elevated areas of site.

• Few significant trees

• No present positive use identified
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3.07 Scott Ellis Playing Fields

Historic Mapping
The second edition O.S. (c. 1900) illustrates a mill lade serving

New Mill towards the north west of the site. Field boundary

patterns are evident, as is bunding to the river edge –

suggesting that the site regularly flooded and that this had

been created to attenuate some flood risk. Track, serving

farmhouse at northern boundary of site existed.

The 1962 path illustrates railway to the eastern boundary, a

sports pavilion and pitches. The south eastern portion of the

site does not appear to have been utilised recreationally and

is illustrated as being marshy ground. A track or footpath was
also evident towards the banks of the river.



3.08 Scott Ellis Playing Fields

Existing Character
Large, level and very open sports field bounded by the

Kilmarnock Water to the south and railway embankment to

the east. Derelict / underutilised areas to western fringes.

Prone to standing water / flooding.

Size

12 Ha

Key Features

• Tree cover predominantly limited to river bank.

• Entered from south via pedestrian bridge from Athletics

Arena

• Links to adjacent park / greenspace to immediate north..

• Habitat interest and wetland created to south east of site.

• Relatively wet, heavy soils.

• Lack of visual containment

• Minimal formal paths.

• Long established berm reduces views of rive to west..

• Visual impact of buildings / space to north of cricket

pitch.

• Fenced cricket pitch.
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3.09 Bellfield Estate

Historic Mapping
The second edition O.S. (circa 1900) indicates Bellfield House

set within a designed landscape, including a long, wooded

drive from the north. The map indicates leisure paths

associated with planted areas as well as a walled garden.

These were also illustrated in the first edition O.S. (circa 1850)

A description of the estate from c.1900 (Walls) noted that

“Bellfield Park, adjoining, the beauty and beneficience of which

touches every heart. Here flowers and plants are grown to

perfection and every shrubbery cultivated and tree pruned to a

nicety.”

Bellfield House was in the possession of the Buchanan family

for many years until it was given to Kilmarnock circa 1879.

The Buchanan’s themselves had bought it from James Fairlie

who was involved in the slave trade in Jamaica.

The c. 1960 mapping illustrates the present housing

configuration, though school had yet to be built, Similarly the

present road infrastructure to the east (A77) had yet to be

constructed.
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3.10 Bellfield Estate

Existing Character
Mature parkland associated with the formed Bellfield

Estate. Land rises to location of former house, with large

walled garden now utilised as bowling green. Wider

greenspace includes pitches, pavilion play and woodland.

Size
• 12.5 ha

Key Features

• High quality designed landscape including avenue

planting and mature specimen trees.

• Walled garden stonework.

• Former rockery.

• Children’s play area.

• Two grass playing fields and associated pavilion.

• Young woodland blocks.

• Some evidence of vandalism.

• Location of former house visible.

• Visual impact of A77.

• Lacks cohesion.
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c.1900 c.1900

1959

3.11 Shortlees

Historic Mapping
The second edition O.S. (circa 1900) indicates a wedge of tree

planting to the east of the site, another small group of tree

planting and illustrates the course of Simon’s Burn – the

northern section which is now culverted. To the south of the

site is a meandering path through a wooded belt which is

part of the significant designed landscape of Treesbank. This

landscape was probably laid out in the first half of the 18th

century and expanded in the mid 19th century.

The 1959 mapping illustrates the present housing

configuration of Shortlees with tree lined boulevard to the

northern boundary of the site, and well spaced housing. The

burn had not been culverted at that time, although at least a

portion of site was being utilised as open space – with a

playground to the north eastern corner.
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3.12 Shortlees

Existing Character
Dog legged shaped open space with partially culverted

burn flowing through it. Contained by rear of housing to

east and mixed use buildings to west. The southern

boundary of the site marks the edge of the conurbation

and allows access to open landscape.

Size
• 4.8 ha

Key Features

• Low lying and wet site. This is particularly the case to

the southern portion.

• Some adjacent trees to the southern boundary are

mature and relate to the edge of a designed

landscape.

• Habitat interest associated with the burn. (Culverted

to north)

• Former paved features / play ‘ parking disused and

evident to north.

• Rear of housing and impact of industrial buildings

create a visually poor boundary in portions of the site.

• Limited paths.

• Maintained as mown grass.

• Evidence of trail bike use and some fly-tipping.
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3.13 Annanhill Park

Historic Mapping
The second edition O.S. (1896) indicates that the site was

designed landscape associated with the Dunlop family,

merchants who had traded in East India. This illustrates the

house with lodges to the north east and north west. The

eastern Lodge is most associated with the formal entrance to

the house and includes a well stocked parkland landscape

and walled garden. The western portion of the site is less

planted, includes stable blocks and other buildings as well as

a path that leads northwards. The first edition O’S indicates

that this path lead to a coal mine. Annanhill House is B-

Listed and the frontage, with a Greek revival portico is

believed to have been created post 1860 – though the house

itself dates back to 1796.

It is understood that Kilmarnock bought the house and

policies in 1929 and became a public park. The 1962 O.S

illustrated that the designed landscape was broadly retained

and that within the parkland a pitch and putt course had

been constructed. Additionally a play area had been built.

The house was being utilised as a clubhouse for the 18 hole

course – opened in 1957,
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3.14 Annanhill Park

Existing Character
Mature rolling parkland, with specimen trees associated

with Annan Hill House. Landscape is part of a larger south

facing parkland setting which includes public golf course.

Size
• 8 ha

Key Features

• High quality mature specimen trees.

• Pavilion (café and toilets) and parking associated with

golf course.

• Large play area and adjacent BMX track.

• Outdoor gym.

• Hedge line circa 25 metres south of site boundary.

• Small boardwalk

• Paths predominantly shared with vehicles.

• Adjacent allotments within former walled garden
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3.15 Newlands Drive

Historic Mapping
The second edition O.S. (c.1900) has relatively limited

information about site, which appears to have been open

fields with a marshy area where currently there is new

woodland. To the western boundary was a hedge line and

what may have been a track. The 1962 plan illustrates what is

likely to have been recently constructed housing and school.

Although there is visible evidence of mounds close to the trig

point on site, mapping does not provide reference to them

and therefore the conclusion would be that these are recent.

c.1900

.1962
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3.16 Newlands Drive

Existing Character
Large site at fringe of Kilmarnock with areas of open

grassland, plantation of woodland blocks, pitches and

scrub. Site lacks sense of cohesive identity. Evidence of

community use of woodlands within northern portion.

Size
• 16.5 ha

Key Features

• Large areas of open amenity grass.

• Establishing blocks of young woodland planting.

• Generally level, rolling section adjacent to trig point.

• Areas of regenerating scrub.

• Rear of school campus.

• Football pitches and pavilion.

• Minimal paths.
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4.01 Landscape Themes - Introduction

The greenspace element of the Infinity loop recognises the significant potential to link

up eight, significant green spaces (together with the recently completed Dean Castle

Country Park) through active transport. This allows for fresh thinking of use and

purpose for these spaces, how they can support active travel, physical and mental

health, community, education and bio-diversity. The landscape response is therefore to

ensure a provision of high quality spaces that encourage regular use, help tackle

inequalities and also meeting current local and national strategic objectives for

Greenspace.

It is considered that the project should have elements that provide consistent themes

to promote movement through the landscape, help to define an overall character

whilst also trying to draw out and build upon the unique identity and sense of place of

each individual site. These themes and the elements associated with are being tested

and will be further refined through a process of consultation, public engagement and

detailed design and technical assessment and development.

Themes for the project have come to the fore through a combination of site appraisal,

survey and analysis together with engagement with the client group – who has

undertaken previous some consultation. The themes proposed are as follows:

Forrest²
Creation a linear arboretum inspired by the plant collecting and adventures of

Kilmarnock educated George Forrest.

Hubs
Creation of identifiable focal points that provides suitable infrastructural, gathering

and resting space and are signifiers for the route.

Space for Play
Provision of opportunities for either formal or informal play and exercise. These require

to ensure that and that a variety of needs are accommodated in terms of age, ability

and choice. Natural play to be included as a core element.

Learning and Participation
Development of a green infrastructure that provides opportunities for understanding

of the landscape and facilitates ongoing community participation and engagement.

Loops and Links
Creation of loops to provide movement around each site and links to existing

communities to improve access to the green infrastructure.

Water, Woods and Meadows
Inclusion of design and management elements that improve the biodiversity of each of

the sites - Meadows, woodland planting wetland creation etc.
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4.02 Landscape Theme - Forrest²

The restoration of the designed landscape of Dean Castle Country

Park as a result of significant investment via Heritage Lottery Parks

for People programme included recognition of the importance of

heritage trees and plants culturally within Kilmarnock. The project

was underpinned by considerable community consultation and

learning, supported by the Country Park’s Ranger Service. One of

the popular design elements that was restored, replenished and

interpreted was the existing Pinetum. Kilmarnock and Ayrshire has

further cultural, heritage and scientific links to arboriculture and the

promotion of trees, including the botanist James Smith and

Nurseryman Thomas Lang who cloned the Kilmarnock willow from a

native specimen.

The celebration of trees and plant species through the creation of a

linear arboretum allows for exploration and interpretation through

active transport, providing signature identity and cultural value to

greenspaces . The theme named after the important plant collector

George Forrest who was brought up and educated in Kilmarnock.

Key Elements

• Interpret, protect and enhance existing heritage trees and

designed landscapes – particularly associated with Annanhill

Park, Bellfield Estate and Newfarm Loch

• Tree and understorey planting to create areas of landscape

quality, utilising existing trees or emerging woodland to provide

structure and context within high profile locations.

• Use of avenue planting at key locations to strengthen the

significance of the Infinity Loop – including Newlands Drive and

Kennedy Drive.

• To be included within every site to form a trail with considerable

variety and interest, therefore promoting active transport and

environmental interpretation.

• Inclusion of species introduced by George Forrest.

• Consideration of use of rare native trees – such as Sorbus

arranensis – found in the wild only within a small glen on the Isle

of Arran – which can be seen from viewpoints along the Infinity

loop.

• Consideration of willow species associated with river and cricket

ground at Scott Ellis.
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4.03 Landscape Theme - Forrest²

Typical Details

Key to the establishment of Forrest² is the use of specimen plants

and high quality detailing to ensure early impact in the
transformation of greenspace.
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4.04 Landscape Theme - Hubs

Creation of an identifiable focal point within each location that

provides a suitable gathering and rest point and is a suitable

signifier for the route. The hub should also provide a potential base

for small community events and for outdoor learning. Depending

on site, and anticipated use some hubs may be larger than others,

but will always include key elements..

Key Elements

• Cycle infrastructure - parking, pumps / work stand to promote

active transport and use of the individual sites.

• Formal and informal seating elements to provide flexible areas

for gathering.

• Inclusion of themed artwork to provide site specific identity.

• Space should have enclosing elements but also offer wider

views of the greenspace.

• Should be located close to identifiable destination / stopping

points within greenspace such as play spaces.

• Space should offer some shelter – natural or otherwise.

• Planting – including edible species.

• Where there is the potential modern drinking fountains could be

provided.



4.05 Landscape Theme - Hubs

Typical Details

Hubs are designed to be viewed and entered directly from the

Infinity Loop. And partially separated by walling and planting to

create shelter and enclosure. They allow space for congregation,

seating, cycle parking etc and for dispersal into the wider

greenspace. Typically they will overlook a key viewpoint or area of
focus within a site.
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4.06 Landscape Theme - Space for Play

The IPA Declaration of the Child’s Right to Play was originally

produced in November 1977 at the IPA Malta Consultation held

in preparation for the International Year of the Child (1979). It

was revised by the IPA International Council in Vienna,

September 1982, and Barcelona, September 1989. and should

be read in conjunction with Article 31 of the U.N. Convention on

the Rights of the Child (adopted by the General Assembly of the

United Nations, November 20, 1989), As such play is an essential

everyday activity and has the potential to be supported through

active travel and greenspace opportunities afforded by the

Infinity Loop.

Play is however important, in its wider context for everyone –

young, or old. The theme therefore considers how the green

infrastructure to provide balanced range of facilities and spaces

that encourage active engagement with the landscape. Play

provides space for developing social and fundamental

movement skills and can therefore be seen as complimentary to

the health benefits associated with active transport.

Key Elements

• Retain and / or enhance existing formal play areas. At Newfarm

Loch, Bellfield Estate and Annanhill Park.

• Improve linkages to existing play areas.

• Provide multi-purpose outdoor gym equipment that

encourages activity.

• Provide a series of natural play activity nodes.

• Utilise material won through construction of path network to

create sculptural landforms that encourage informal play

potentially including Scott Ellis Playing Fields and MacGregor

Drive (depending on consultation process).

• Ensure sufficient mown grass areas are provided to provide

informal recreation space and that they are associated with

planting to create spaces that are more sheltering and

welcoming. These are to be focused where demand can be

most clearly identified.

• Ensure that existing, used sports pitches are retained, improved

where possible and their setting enhanced to provide shelter

and integrate them into the wider landscape – particularly Scott

Ellis Playing Fields,

• Ensure that there are locations suitable for wheeled sports,

junior mountain biking and outdoor gyms to maximise including

improved wheeled sports area at Annanhill Park and possible

mountain bike route at Bellfield Estate.
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4.07 Landscape Theme - Space for Play

Typical Details

Key to the ethos of Space for Play is the provision of incidental

activity areas, including outdoor gym and environmental play that

are located adjacent to the Infinity Loop, to encourage us of the

loop, help to foster an understanding and association with the

environment of the greenspace, develop fundamental motor skills

for children and young people and provide small on route locations

for socialising.

A further strand of design thought is to utilise excavated materials

or need for cut and fill, creatively on site, without the need for

exporting to landfill. Sculptural landforms create long term,

sustainable informal, free play opportunities without overly onerous
maintenance and management.
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4.08 Landscape Theme

Learning and Participation

Within the proposed green network there are already examples of

positive community engagement and participation within the

landscape. This has been associated with the comprehensive and

innovative approaches adopted within Dean Castle Country Park

with a long established and successful ranger system. Elsewhere

there has been notable intervention associated with community

growing / allotments at Annanhill Park together with significant

community and school based learning and participation at Bellfield

Estate. The Infinity Loop project creates the opportunity to provide

a green infrastructure that facilitates improved understanding of the

landscape and ongoing community participation and engagement

with it.

Key Elements

• Provide opportunities through design and management of

green space for ongoing volunteer activities such as tree, wild

flower and bulb planting.

• Provide community gardens or spaces within locations where

there is demand and associated community facilities –

community centres, schools etc. Identified sites for consultation

include Kennedy Drive, Newfarm Loch, Bellfield Estate,

Shortlees and Newlands Drive.

• Include environmental art and interpretation to foster better

understanding of the landscape throughout the network.

• Ensure hub designs have sufficient flexibility to provide

opportunity as outdoor classrooms and provide specific learning

opportunities at Newfarm Loch, Bellfield Estate and Newlands

Drive in particular where there are close relationships between

the green space and existing schools..

• Inclusion of forage opportunities, fruiting hedges and orchards

to provide a sustenance landscape.

• Interpret, protect and enhance existing heritage trees and

designed landscapes – particularly associated with Annanhill

Park, Bellfield Estate and Newfarm Loch.

• Provide contrasting and site specific opportunities for learning

within adjoining sites to develop potential for an active travel

“moving classroom”.

• Potential creation of performance space at Newfarm Loch,

relating to school and community centre.



4.09 Landscape Theme - Learning and Participation

Typical Details

Learning and Participation theme provides the opportunity to explore /

manipulate the existing qualities of the landscape to create places within

the greenspace that encourage learning and participation. Examples

illustrated include a performance space – utilising the existing embankment

at Newfarm Loch, close to both School and Community Performing Arts

Centre together with creating larger pads of boardwalk to form outdoor
class spaces within proposed wetland habitat areas.
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4.10 Landscape Theme - Loops and Links

As a complementary element to the active travel network of the

Infinity Loop, there is an opportunity to create a secondary network

series of loops and links to provide movement around each site and

not just through it. Therefore each green space can become its own

destination or stopping point, allowing for exploration and

interaction. Additionally this network would provide links to existing

communities to improve access to local green infrastructure.

Loops and links provide the opportunity to provide a greater

diversity of path typology than would be the case for the primary

network allowing for a range of different experiences – such as use

of boardwalks, creation of mountain bike trails or informal routes

through woodland.

Key Elements

• Utilise a variety of surface materials to provide different

experiences through the landscape.

• Create loop routes, where appropriate to allow sites to

be more fully explored.

• Create accessible routes from adjacent communities.

• Provide boardwalks / causeways to allow access into

wetland areas and to allow for additional wetland habitat

to be created, including Shortlees and Newfarm Loch.

• Create routes suitable for activities such as junior

mountain biking .including potentially at Bellfield Estate

and Newlands Drive.

• Create areas suitable for wheeled sports, including

refurbishment of existing BMX track at Annanhill Park.
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4.11 Landscape Theme - Loops and Links

Typical Details

Loops and links provide the opportunity to complement the Infinity

Loop with a hierarchy of different path types that are detailed

according to need and use. Where there are direct links to

communities then standards should be similar to the Infinity Loop

specification. However it is also noted that to explore and be

sensitive to the character of the individual greenspaces requires a

range of different approaches that offer a variety of visual and

proprioceptive experiences – including mountain bike trails,

boardwalks through habitat areas, informal routes through

woodland and in some instances mown grass paths. Inclusion,
maintenance and management remain key elements of the design.



Landscape Theme

4.12 Water, Woods and Meadows

Water
The Green Infrastructure associated with the Infinity Loop has the potential to manage water

more effectively on site to achieve positive habitat, environmental and aesthetic

improvements, Water and wetland is very strongly associated with bio-diversity Rewilding

techniques such as restoration of water course meanders, reopening of culverts, creation of

floodplain scrub and woodland, creation of wetland mires, re-establishment of ponds can all

be highly beneficial whilst also providing a valuable educational resource for local

communities. In addition there may be locations where bio-diversity utilising water and

wetland can be achieved in either a more formal or community based basis, such as the

creation of bog gardens. As part of the design process, SEPA flood mapping has been

assessed, together with site analysis – looking at ground conditions and ground vegetation..

The most appropriate techniques for each site and locations will be dependent on detail

design and also working closely with community. Communities that have already been

impacted by flooding, in recent years, may be particularly likely to engage within this

process.

The management of water within the landscape also provides further opportunities

associated with the other project greenspace themes particularly Learning and Participation

– (e.g. pond dipping platforms) and Forrest 2 – consideration of tree species particularly

associated with water such as willow. Additionally water management can help to create

some drier landscape spaces suitable for general recreation by directing run-off towards

wetland areas.

Potential site responses based on analysis:

• Creation / extension of wetland habitats at Shortlees, Newlands Drive. New Farm Loch,

MacGregor Drive, and Bellfield.

• Potential to remove culvert and restore burn at Shortlees.

• Creation of shallow waterbody at Fraser Walk

• Habitat creation at Scott Ellis Playing Fields that relate to existing areas of wetland, flood

plains and riparian character.

• Potential for creation of wetland woods associated with Scott Ellis Playing Fields.

• Potential for the creation of bog garden at Kennedy Drive and Annanhill

These site responses are illustrated within the two concept options illustrated for
each site. It is further noted that there are other identified culverted water courses
associated with New Farm Loch and MacGregor Drive.

1

2

4

3

SEPA Flood 

Maps



Landscape Theme

4.13 Water, Woods and Meadows

Woods
The Green Infrastructure associated with the Infinity Loop has the potential to both manage

existing woodlands, most of which are relatively newly planted (circa 20 years old) and

considerably extend woodland cover within sites. Woodlands are clearly important for bio-

diversity and also provide setting and shelter for greenspaces – making places more

attractive for everyday use.

The principles of woodland planting is that species selected should be appropriate to the

site and include woody nurse and edge species – these help to promote establishment and

considerably increase bio-diversity. In some locations woodland mixes will relate to wetland

and riparian conditions – using native species that can tolerate wet soils.

Woodland management of existing woods creates the opportunity for thinning and the

creation of small clearances and glades. Again these will encourage bio-diversity as well as

promoting positive use of woodland. Specific management techniques can also help to

promote natural regeneration of target species.

In tandem with woodland planting, the inclusion of native hedgerows helps to form wildlife

corridors, structure and shelter, particularly when these can be linked to existing woods.

Potential site responses based on analysis:

• Improvement and considerable extension of woodland at Newlands Drive to create a

strong wooded edge to north western Kilmarnock.

• Potential to improve and significantly extend woodland at Bellfield Estate.

• Utilise woodland species suitable for damp conditions to create large structural shelter

belts and structure planting at Scott Ellis Playing Fields

• Potential for significant structural planting of woodland at Shortlees to provide setting

for site and to link with existing established woodland to the south.
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Landscape Theme

4.12 Water, Woods and Meadows

Meadow
The Green Infrastructure associated with the Infinity Loop has the potential to manage

grassland more sustainably to achieve positive habitat, and environmental improvements.

Outwith identified locations where wetland habitats can most readily be created there are

further locations where rewilding techniques, associated with grassland would be

appropriate.

As noted within the ecological appraisal the majority of grasslands are established and

therefore the potential to create fully new wildflower meadows is limited. However

amendments to mowing regimes will encourage species diversity, including flowering

species. This can be supplemented with a much more targeted approach to the

introduction of wildflower species – looking at areas within sites where, micro conditions

would be most likely to result in the establishment of colonies of particular wildflower

species. This in turn provides opportunity for work with communities to assist in the locating

and planting of a diverse range of species.

The management of grassland within the landscape provides the opportunity to increase

recreation by creating broad mown paths within areas repurposed to provide increased

bio-diversity and interest.

Grasslands are often dynamic ecosystems requiring careful management to prevent

succession to scrub and ultimately woodland. As part of the greenspace management,

however there may be locations where succession could be allowed and encouraged, as a

rewilding technique, to help facilitate woodland regeneration and expansion.

Potential site responses based on analysis:

• Potential for revision of mowing regimes for sections of all sites.

• Significant opportunity for introduction of wild flowers / wild grasslands at Bellfield

Estate, Shortlees, Newlands Drive and Scott Ellis Playing Fields.

• Allow for gradual succession of grassland to woodland edge through natural

regeneration within locations at Newlands Drive and Bellfield Estate.
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4.13 Landscape Theme - Water, Woods and Meadows

Typical Details

Habitat focused design requires site specific, simple and effective design –

wetland woodland shelter belts at Scott Ellis – planting within a shallow swale

to provide water attenuation, reestablishment of burn at Shortlees, with

banks designed to support vegetation , tree planting on low bund at

Shortlees to strengthen boundary and creation of wetland habitats at
Newfarm Loch through level manipulation are all typical examples.
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Infinity Loop Green Infrastructure

5.00 Proposals



Name Key Focus Management

Kennedy Drive

Improving quality of community open space 

– including creating high quality space 

associated with existing mature trees.

Managed for community use

New Farm Loch

Creating a dynamic and sustainable high 

quality open space that is particularly 

focused in encouraging engagement with 

young people.

Managed for bio-diversity, heritage and 

community use.

MacGregor Drive

Creating an open space that maximises the 

landscape benefits that can be accrued 

from a  challenging topography.

Managed for community use.

Scott Ellis Playing Field
Improving setting and habitat to create 

spaces that integrate sport with other uses.
Managed for bio-diversity and sport

Bellfield Estate

Improve and restore the key elements of 

the designed landscape within the core of 

site whilst maximising community use and 

strengthening bio-diversity.

Managed for bio-diversity, heritage and 

community use.

Shortlees

Tackle disused and derelict areas of site. 

Improve setting of site with potential for 

increased community use. Focus on bio-

diversity – including wetland habitats and 

the possibility of restoring natural water 

course.

Managed for bio-diversity and community use

Annanhill Park

Improve and restore the existing assets –

designed landscape, recreation and facilities 

to maximise positive use.

Managed as destination park, with focus on 

outdoor recreation, play and heritage.

Newlands Drive

Create a strong, community focused robust 

greenspace to the edge of the Kilmarnock 

settlement with consideration of significant 

strengthening of previous woodland 

planting.

Managed for bio-diversity and community use

3

5.01 Summary of Project Focus



No Name Forrest 2 Hubs Space for Play Learning and participation Loops and Links
Water woods and 

meadows

17 Bellfield A

Enhancement of existing 

designed landscape 

including specimen shrub 

planting.

To highpoint of site adjacent to 

former house.

Existing play improved 

environmental play within 

woodland clearances.

Community garden, area of 

horticultural focus, inground 

interpretation of Bellfield House 

and other sculptures/ 

interpretation.

Created walking routes 

and trails to western 

section of site.

Woodland planting and 

woodland management.

17 Bellfield B

Enhancement of existing 

designed landscape 

including specimen shrub 

planting.

To east of bowling green
Pitch and greenspace to south, 

creation of mountain bike trail.

Community garden and orchard, 

sculpture trail.

Adding to “missing links” 

to provide network 

relating to existing paths, 

mountain bike trail.

Additional woodland 

planting  and habitat 

grassland

18 Shortlees A

Specimen and Avenue 

planting to site entrance / 

northern boundary.

Within the northern section of 

site adjacent to infinity loop

Retained and restored open 

grass to south – with 

environmental play and 

outdoor gym associated with 

Infinity Loop

Orchard planting associated with 

infinity loop, space for future 

community garden.

Create links between 

existing and infinity loop 

to create circuits and 

stronger community 

links. 

Restoration of burn, 

existing culverted, Create 

meadows, wetland and 

woodland – concentrated 

to south and west.

18 Shortlees B

Specimen and Avenue 

planting to site entrance / 

northern boundary.

Towards  the southern section 

of site – promoting the 

significance of habitat

Southern section of area 

retained and restored, 

environmental play and 

sculpture trail to north.

Potential for community / 

outdoor learning space 

associated with hub.

Create links between 

existing and infinity loop 

to create circuits and 

stronger community 

links. 

Create meadows, wetland 

and woodland –

concentrated to south

19 Annanhill Park   A
Expansion of specimen tree 

character to west.
Close to play and clubhouse

Refurbishment of existing play 

and wheeled sports area –

retention of mown grassland.

Create links with community 

allotments to south,. Specimen 

nut  trees .Potential for edible 

specimen plants / perennials.

Loop around parkland 

created by east west link 

to north of site.

Habitat creation – reduced 

mow and woodland bulbs 

under trees to north of site.

19 Annanhill Park   B

Creation of avenue 

associated with existing 

long established  path 

adjacent to play area.

Close to play and clubhouse

Refurbishment of existing play 

and wheeled sports area –

retention of mown grassland. 

Potential expansion area to 

west.

Create links with community 

allotments to south,. Orchard 

planting to west.

Loop around parkland 

created by east west link 

to north of site.

Habitat creation – reduced 

mow and woodland bulbs 

under trees to north of site

20 Newlands Drive   A

Avenue planting associated 

directly with infinity loop
To rear of school

Retention of mown grass in 

key locations and swathes of 

mown grass associated with 

wild grass area. –existing 

mounds. Supplemented by 

boulders.

Community garden space, 

habitat area and orchard to rear 

of school / north.

Informal path  network to 

north / west linking with 

infinity Loop.

Additional woodland and 

wild grassland.

20 Newlands Drive   B
Avenue planting associated 

directly with infinity loop
To rear of school

Woodland trails with 

clearances, retention of mown 

grass in key locations.

Habitat areas, sculpture trail and 

orchard planting created 

adjacent to school

Informal path network 

through woods

Considerably expand 

woodland, and wild 

grassland

5.02 Landscape Response to Design Themes



No Name Forrest 2 Hubs Space for Play Learning and participation Loops and Links
Water woods and 

meadows

13 Kennedy Drive   A
Avenue planting along 

infinity loop path

Adjacent to mature trees at 

south of site – possible 

community garden.

Greenspace contained through 

boundary treatment to improve 

security environmental play.

Proposed community garden.
Short tie –up between 

existing and infinity loop.

Native hedgerow and tree 

planting Habitat area 

between housing and 

infinity loop.

13 Kennedy Drive   B

Strengthen existing mature 

trees with specimen 

planting to the south west.

Adjacent to mature trees at 

south of site

Greenspace contained  through 

boundary treatment and 

environmental play adjacent to 

infinity loop.

Community orchard, bog garden 

/ wetland space.

New path to west 

connecting community to 

Infinity Loop. 

Wetland / bog to south, 

tree planting hedgerows 

and habitat area.

14 New Farm Loch   A Understorey planting
Close to community centre 

and ply area

Existing play improved additional 

outdoor gym by ballcourt.

Performance space – pods 

associated with pond.

Additional each west 

path to create loop 

around pond.

Creation of pond and 

associated wetland

14 New Farm Loch   B
Understorey planting Close to community centre 

and play area.

New play area, retained 

ballcourt, central open space

Performance space – potential 

community garden / outdoor 

learning resource and pod 

spaces associated with wetland.

Additional each west 

paths to create loop 

around wetland..

Creation of wetland 

habitats

15 MacGregor Drive  A Avenue planting 
Central – associated with level 

changes.
Boulder / natural play to east

Concentrated on habitat creation 

and management adjacent to 

hub. Fruit tree avenue.

Not applicable.

Tree planting and habit 

areas concentrated to 

fringe if railway corridor.

15 MacGregor Drive   B
Specimen trees associated 

with landform route.
Central

Boulders and landform open 

space to west

Landform provides opportunity 

for community focus or 

complementary artworks could 

be created in future to west.

Link to MacEwan Place

Tree planting concentrated 

to fringe if railway corridor.

16 Scott Ellis A
Create quality area to west 

of cricket pitch
Adjacent to river at west.

Open space, pitches , outdoor 

gym with associated landform

Orchard , significant habitat 

areas and features, Grass pitches 

designed for additional sport use. 

Supports local events.

Create circuit around 

space and informal paths 

within habit areas

Extend habitat area at east 

to northern boundary. 

Significant woodland 

planting.

16 Scott Ellis B Riverside Walkway Adjacent to river near bridge

Environmental play open space 

including sports pitches with 

enhanced setting.

Habitat area and orchard 

planting adjacent to hub.

Create link to New Mill 

Road and internal path 

network.

Improve riparian and 

wetland areas to east. 

Significant tree planting –

including wetland tree 

design.
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5.02 Landscape Response to Design Themes



5.03 Concept Management Proposals

Whilst each individual site has a concept and two

options associated with it – this has been set within a

context of consideration of how overall

management of the greenspace network is likely to
be developed.



5.04 Kennedy Drive Concept Proposals

Option A

Option B

Both proposals seek to improve the use of the

site by the local community through

strengthening boundaries and improving

access.. Option A focuses on the provision of a

community garden, whilst option B

concentrates for on the creation of an access

route from the north west and improving

biodiversity.

The cross sections illustrate the location of

potential community garden / hub and the
relationship with environmental play.

Option A
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5.05 Kennedy Drive Option A Proposals
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5.06 Kennedy Drive Option B Proposals



5.07 Newfarm Loch Concept Proposals

The proposals share many characteristics and

aim to improve the designed landscape setting,

provide education and play space associated

with children and young people.

Both consider the existing wet conditions – with

A creating a pond and B forming a wetland

habitat.

The sections illustrate how the design

landscape can be enhanced by specimen shrub

planting and play and outdoor classroom

spaces can be associated with wetland.

Option A Option B
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5.08 Newfarm Loch Option A Proposals



Infinity Loop  

Kilmarnock

5.09 Newfarm Loch Option B Proposals



5.10 MacGregor Drive Concept Proposals

Both proposals seek to screen the railway and

create a linear landscape that responds to the

level changes required to provide an active

travel link up a sloping site.

Option A has more relaxed bends. Option B

makes more use of the lower section of the site

and creates a more dynamic landform with

informal play opportunities.

The cross section articulates how this landform

could be used and includes, as a suggestion,

boulders to punctuate the skyline and provide

play potential.

Option A

Option B
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5.11 MacGregor Drive Option A Proposals



5.12 MacGregor Drive Option B Proposals



5.13 Scott Ellis Concept Proposals

Both proposals seek to improve the site for

wildlife, sport and general recreation. Option A .

Focuses more towards the fringes of the site –

including the space to the rear of the cricket

pitch adjacent to river. Option B is more

focused towards the area closest to the bridge

and sub-divides the site with a block of shelter

woodland.

The cross sections illustrate an innovative

approach towards water management, shelter /

woodland planting including creating

depressions for wetland woods aimed at

reducing water on pitches and maximising bio-
diversity.

Option A Option B



5.14 Scott Ellis Option A Proposals



5.15 Scott Ellis Option B Proposals



5.16 Bellfield Estate Concept Proposals

Both proposals seek to improve the site for,

heritage, community use wildlife, sport and

general recreation.

Option A places increased emphasis on the

core of the designed landscape as a key

element to encourage use and understanding It

also includes a walking / play trail through

woods. Option B places more focus towards

the lower area of the site – with potential

community garden, mountain bike loop and

replacement of play area.

The cross section illustrate means of bringing

the designed landscape of the core of the site

to life – including child friendly interpretation,
planting and artworks.

Option A Option B



5.17 Bellfield Estate Option A Proposals



5.18 Bellfield Estate Option B Proposals



5.19 Shortlees Concept Proposals

The proposals share many characteristics and

aim to improve both community use of the

space and bio-diversity. Both strengthen the

boundaries and tackle disused hardstanding –

restoring soft landscape..

Option A focuses more on the northern section

of the site and includes for the restoration of

the burn – presently culverted. Option B has

more focus on promoting the bio-diversity

potential of the southern section of greenspace.

The cross sections illustrate how boundaries

could be strengthened and include the burn

restoration. (Lower)

Option A Option B



5.20 Shortlees Option A Proposals



5.21 Shortlees Option B Proposals



5.22 Annanhill Park Concept Proposals

The proposals share many characteristics and

aim to improve the designed landscape setting,

create meaningful links, particularly to the

northern (inner boundary) and improve play –

particularly wheeled sport.

Option A strengthens the landscape character

to the east with a clearer division to the active

areas to thew west, whilst B seeks to integrate

them.

The cross sections articulate both this division

and also how a well located hub could

encourage use of this greenspace.
Option A Option B



5.23 Annanhill Park Option A Proposals



5.24 Annanhill Park Option B Proposals



5.25 Newlands Drive Concept Proposals

The proposals share many characteristics and

aim to improve the use, boundaries and bio-

diversity of the site. Both have community focus

towards the northern portion, to the rear of the

Primary School.

Option A concentrates on boldly forming a

strong woodland edge to the settlement, whilst

B retains an open grassland portion to the

central location

The cross sections illustrate how landform can

be utilised within option B to encourage use

and provide focus and also how tree planting

can be used to help define different uses.Option A Option B



5.26 Newlands Drive Option A Proposals (sheet 1 of 2)



5.26 Newlands Drive Option A Proposals (sheet 2 of 2)



5.27 Newlands Drive Option B Proposals (sheet 1 of 2)



5.27 Newlands Drive Option B Proposals (Sheet 2 of 2)
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Infinity Loop Green Infrastructure

6.00 Costs
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The design of the eight greenspaces include for two options

which are being consulted upon by local communities. The

two options for each site were designed to have similar levels

of cost interventions, with differences being more associated

with emphasis on different elements and locations within the

greenspace. They were designed to have common elements

and also to an extent be interchangeable – so the finalised

design could include elements of both options as well a

being sufficiently flexible to allow for continuing positive

community engagement and involvement.

As such it was considered that it would be appropriate, in

terms of developing budget costs that matched the

proposals, that the designs matched intervention levels that

have been utilised in recent projects.

The NatureScot Green Infrastructure Strategic Intervention

Fund has very recently contributed to a series of projects that

aimed to improve Scotland’s Urban Environment by

increasing and enhancing quality of greenspace in our towns

and cities. Fernbrae Meadows, Rutherglen, (Illustrated) a

former golf course, a successful project in terms of greatly

increasing use, being shortlisted for national awards,

promoting community use and improving biodiversity and is

closely aligned to the Infinity Loop philosophy and concept

design. has been benchmarked with Infinity Loop greenspace

as a highly comparable project.

The costs provided exclude the specific infrastructure

associated with the corridor of the Infinity Loop itself – the

path itself, signage, and any associated lighting that may be

required.

Budgets have been calculated as following:

• Fixed sum costs for hubs (smaller and larger depending

on site)

• Costs for greenspace on an area basis (costs include for

paths, softworks, environmental play / small scale

environmental artworks / outdoor gym and gateway

features)

• Fixed sum costs for specific items identified in the design

– such as play areas, wheeled sport areas or significant

art interventions

• Prelims and contingencies

6.01 Scott Ellis Costs Introduction
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6.02 Budget Costs

Infinity Loop - Greenspace

Outline Description UNIT QTY RATE £

Kennedy Drive
Environmental improvements ha 1.8 £29,000.00 £      52,200.00 

Hub sum £      25,000.00 

Newfarm Loch
Environmental improvements ha 4.5 £29,000.00 £    130,500.00 

Hub sum £      30,000.00 

Play and performance space sum £    130,000.00 

MacGregor Drive
Environmental improvements ha 0.8 £29,000.00 £      23,200.00 

Landform / artwork sum £      25,000.00 

Hub sum £      25,000.00 

Scott Ellis Playing Field
Environmental improvements ha 12 £29,000.00 £    348,000.00 

Hub sum £      30,000.00 

Bellfield Estate
Environmental improvements ha 12.5 £29,000.00 £    362,500.00 

Hub sum £      30,000.00 

Play  space sum £      75,000.00 

Shortlees
Environmental improvements ha 4.8 £29,000.00 £    139,200.00 

Hub sum £      25,000.00 

Annanhill Park
Environmental improvements ha 8 £29,000.00 £    232,000.00 

Hub sum £      30,000.00 

BMX refurbishment sum £      80,000.00 

Newlands Drive
Environmental improvements ha 16.5 £29,000.00 £    478,500.00 

Hub sum £      25,000.00 

Sub-Total £ 2,243,900.00 

Prelims/Contingencies % 25 £    560,975.00 

Grand Total £ 2,804,875.00 
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7.01 Conclusion and Next Steps

Element Notes

Land management and maintenance  

agreements

Whilst greenspaces have been designed to be robust and generally lower maintenance – including 

significant rewilding, further discussions and agreements will be required to ensure all elements are 

maintained..

Design Development – following 

consultation

Preparation of a preferred design for each greenspace – following the results of public and stakeholder 

consultation,.

Site investigation surveys Undertake S.I in key locations to inform the detailed engineering aspects of the design. This could include 

Bellfield Estate where there is some evidence of subsidence for example.

Hydrological Studies / Structural 

Engineer Surveys.

Undertake detailed survey of culvert at Shortlees .(should the option of reinstating burn be preferred) to 

ensure a viable design can be achieved. Additional hydrological surveys to areas where significant 

amendments to water management are included within the design options – notably Scott Ellis Playing 

Field, Shortlees and Newfarm Loch.

Lighting Liaise with lead designer for Infinity Loop for lighting of greenspaces (where appropriate) within the 

Infinity Loop

Stakeholder consultations Detailed consultation with EAC / EAL  regarding design, maintenance and adoption – as discussed above. 

Consultation with statutory service providers regarding potential diversions or connections – including 

lighting.  Consultation with Planning and any statutory consultees required as part of the Planning 

process.

Ecological reports Detailed reporting / survey within key locations identified within stage 2 ecological assessment – likely to 

include bat survey. Undertake tree survey of targeted areas of greenspace where significance of mature 

trees benefits from more detailed study – including Kennedy Drive, Newfarm Loch, Bellfield Estate, 

Shortlees and Annanhill Park.

Community Consultation / Audience 

development

Continued community consultation in line with funders guidance. 

The design options included within the report,

provide the potential to create synchronicity

between active travel, regeneration,

biodiversity and health through the provision

of an enhanced greenspace network, with

sense of place at its core. With sites being in

public ownership improvements to

greenspace should be a tangible conclusion

This report has been written prior to full

reporting of more recent public consultation,

and therefore is understood that designs will

develop to reflect this extensive and positive

engagement process, held under the

constraints of the Covid 19 pandemic.

Once Stage 2 - Concept is approved then the

production of detailed design will require

various inputs in terms of consents, surveys

and more consultations. Whilst this list may

not be fully comprehensive it provides a draft

checklist for discussion and consideration. It

also should provide assistance in creating a

programme for Stage 3.


